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Using GoToWebinar
ü Control Panel
ü Asking Questions
ü Muting Your Phone
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Presented By

Obtaining CE Credit
• The education delivered in this webinar is FREE to all professionals.
• 1 CE is FREE to NAADAC members and AccuCare subscribers who attend this
webinar. Non-members of NAADAC or non-subscribers of AccuCare receive 1 CE
for $15.
• If you wish to receive CE credit, you MUST complete and pass the “CE Quiz” that is
located at: (look for name of webinar)
▫

www.naadac.org/education/webinars

▫

www.myaccucare.com/webinars

• A CE certificate will be emailed to you within 21 days of submitting the quiz and
payment (if applicable).
• Successfully passing the “CE Quiz” is the ONLY way to receive a CE certificate.
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Webinar Objectives
Name critical tasks related to each of
the stages of change

✓

Identify at least 2 specific CBT
cognitive and two behavioral strategies
that target key tasks

✓

Connect therapist strategies with key
client processes of change

✓

Presenter

Carlo DiClemente,
Ph.D. ABPP
Professor of Psychology
University of Maryland
Baltimore County
(UMBC)
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Overview
• Basic Intervention Strategies of CBT
▫ Eclectic set of cognitive and behavioral change
principles
• Overview of Critical Tasks and Processes of Change
▫ Stages of Change
▫ Processes of Change
• Selecting Strategies to Match Critical Tasks of Stages of
Change
• Timing and Rationale for shifts in Cognitive and
Behavioral Strategies

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
and Substance Use Disorders
• CBT is based on learning principles:
▫ Classical Conditioning (cues can become connected to
thoughts and behaviors)
▫ Operant Conditioning (occurrence of behaviors are a
function of reinforcement
▫ Social Learning (behaviors are a function of
expectancies, modeling, and settings)
• Focus on initiation, modification, and maintenance of
behaviors (relapse)
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Key CBT Strategies: Cognitive
• Managing expectancies
▫ Outcome
▫ Efficacy

• Self Monitoring and Self Statement
Modification▫ Counting and tracking behaviors
▫ Challenging cognitive errors – overgeneralization,
dichotomous thinking

Key CBT Strategies: Cognitive
• Managing motivation and realistic goal setting
• Understanding and using contingencies
• Acceptance of what cannot be change
• Commitment to meaningful activities and
experiences
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Key CBT Strategies: Behavioral
• Relaxation/desensitization
• Behavioral activation
• Problem Solving
• Stress Inoculation
• Social Skills Training – assertiveness, communication,
self-management
• Contingency management (token economy; paying for
clean urines)

CBT Strategies
• An eclectic approach that combines strategies
▫ Cognitive
▫ Behavioral
▫ Contextual/Environment (cues, modeling,
support)
• Can be used for multiple behavior problems
(anxiety, depression, drug, alcohol, and eating
disorders)
• Key: When to use which strategies or employ
specific modules of CBT?
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When to Use Different CBT Strategies?
• No simple answer
• It depends on a number of dimensions
▫ nature of problem
▫ barriers to change
▫ Motivation
▫ Prior attempts to change
▫ Strengths and weaknesses of each client

Approaching Integration
• Need to be clear about the specific behaviors
and goals of the change
• Need a template that focuses on what the client
needs to do or accomplish to achieve
successful and sustained change
• Need to tailor the strategies to the current
needs and goals of the client
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Clear Difference Between
Pre Action and Action Stages
The Key Link
Pre Action
Stages

Action
Stages

What do individuals have to do in Pre Action Stages to be successful
in Action Stages? What do they have to do in the Action stages to
sustain success?

What Drives the
Behavior Change Transition?
INTERNAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intentions
Expectancies
Change Language
Decision Making
Skills
Goals
Age and Life Stage

EXTERNAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relationships
Reinforcements
External Pressure
Life Events
Family
Consequences
Teachable Moments

All have been involved on some of the changes I have seen in therapy and research
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Using the Client Change
Process to Integrate Strategies
• How can I help clients organize these influences to
successfully make the transition?
• There really are different tasks to be accomplished and
hurdles to be overcome
• Cognitions complicate Behavior Change Transition
Probabilities and are less observable
• Single dimensions seem inadequate to explain the complexity
and diversity of the behavior change process
• Supporting Self-Regulation and self-management is an
integral part of the behavior change process

Important Steps in
Making Behavior Changes that Last
• THINK
• DECIDE
• PREPARE
• COMMIT
• IMPLEMENT
• SUSTAIN
These seem to be different parts of a process of intentional behavior change
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Specific Goals and Intentional Change
• Many individuals come to treatment because
they are “sent” by spouse, family, courts,
circumstances
• Who are you changing for?
• What is the difference between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation?
• What is the difference between intentional and
imposed change?

Focus on Goals
• For clients who are unconvinced of the need for
change this behavior
• For clients who are coming to treatment to appease or
quiet others
• For clients who are ambivalent and stuck in
dependence
• For clients who are in substance filled environments
• For clients who feel hopeless and discouraged
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Patients and Providers often have Multiple Goals

Goals Depend on
Different Patterns of Behavior Change
Initiation, Modification, Cessation
EXCESS

Moderated and Self-Regulated Behavior Pattern

ABSENCE
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Focus on Taking Action
• Clients who need to prioritize and plan
• Clients who are already changing
• Clients who have multiple prior failed attempts
to change
• Clients who are committed to do something
about the problem
• Clients struggling with maintenance or relapse
issues

Audience Polling Question #1
How many of you know and use
the Stages of Change in your work?
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Audience Polling Question #2
How many of you have heard
about the Tasks of Change?

How Do People Change?
People change voluntarily only when
▫ They become interested and concerned about the
need for change
▫ They become convinced the change is in their best
interest or will benefit them more than cost them
▫ They organize a plan of action that they are
committed to implementing
▫ They take the actions necessary to make the change
and sustain the change
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Stage of Change:
Labels

and

Tasks

• Precontemplation

• Interested and concerned

• Contemplation

• Risk-reward analysis and
decision making

- Not interested
- Considering

• Commitment and creating
an effective/acceptable plan

• Preparation
- Preparing

• Implementation of plan and
revision as needed

• Action
- Initial change

• Maintenance

- Sustained change

• Consolidating change into
lifestyle

DiClemente. Addiction and Change: How Addictions Develop and Addicted People Recover. NY: Guilford Press; 2003.
DiClemente. J Addictions Nursing. 2005;16:5.

Theoretical and Practical Considerations
Related to Movement Through the Stages of ChangeThe Client’s Journey of Change
Motivation
Precontemplation

Decision Making

Contemplation

Personal Environmental
Concerns Pressure

Decisional
Balance

Preparation

Cognitive
Experiential
Processes

Recycling

Self-efficacy
Action

Maintenance

Behavioral
Processes

Relapse

What would help or hinder completion of the tasks of each of the stages
and deplete the self-control strength needed to engage in the processes of
change needed to complete the tasks?
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Audience Polling Question #3
Have you heard about or use the
Cognitive/Experiential and
Behavioral Processes of Change?

MECHANISMS OF CHANGE:
The Difference Between Client and Provider Tasks
• What is the client’s work in making change
happen?
▫ Client Stage Tasks
▫ Client Processes of Change

• What is the provider’s role?
▫ Provider Strategies
▫ Provider Services
▫ Provider Resources
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Client Processes of Change
• Change engines that enable movement through
the stages of change
• Doing the right thing at the right time
• Cognitive/Experiential processes during early
stages
• Behavioral processes in preparation, action and
maintenance

Processes of Change
•

Experiential Processes
▫

Concern the person’s thought processes

▫

Generally seen in the early Stages of Change

•

Behavioral Processes
▫

Action oriented

▫

Usually seen in the later Stages of Change
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Transtheoretical Model:
Experiential Processes of Change
Consciousness Raising: Gaining information increasing awareness
about the current habitual behavior pattern or the potential new
behavior
Emotional Arousal: Experiencing emotional reactions about the status
quo and/or the new behavior
Self –Revaluation: Seeing when and how the status quo or the new
behavior fit in with or conflict with personal values
Environmental Reevaluation: Recognizing the effects the status quo
or new behavior have upon others and the environment
Social Liberation: Noticing and increasing social alternatives and
norms that help support change in the status quo and/or initiation of
the new behavior

Transtheoretical Model:
Behavioral Processes of Change
Self Liberation: Accepting responsibility for and committing to make a
behavior change
Stimulus Control: Creating, altering or avoiding cues/stimuli that
trigger or encourage a particular behavior
Counter-Conditioning: Substituting new, competing behaviors and
activities for the “old” behaviors
Reinforcement Management: Rewarding sought after new behaviors
while extinguishing (eliminating reinforcements) from the status quo
behavior
Helping Relationships: Seeking and Receiving support from others
(family, friends, peers) about this change
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Process of Change by Stage
STAGES
PC

P
R
O
C
E
S
S
E
S

C

PA

A

M

Consciousness raising
Self-reevaluation
Emotional Arousal
Helping relationship
Self- liberation

Contingency
management
Counterconditioning
Stimulus control

NOTE: This is a General Template indicate relative emphasis and not to be restrictive

Task Completion And
Movement Between Stages

INTEREST
CONCERN

PC

RISK/REWARD
DECISION

CON

COMMMITMENT
PLANNING
PRIORITIZING

PREP

IMPLEMENT LIFESTYLE
INTEGRATION
THE PLAN
AVOID
REVISE
RELAPSE

ACT

MAIN
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Provider Strategies
• What do you do to engage each of these
processes?
• What do you do with less motivated patients that
would activate some of these experiential
processes?
• What do you do with you action oriented
patients that activate the behavioral processes?

Process of Change by Stage
STAGES
PC

P
R
O
C
E
S
S
E
S

C

PA

A

M

Feedback
Self Monitoring
Values Clarification
Exploring Costs & Benefits
Goal setting
Commitment Enhancement
Managing your environment
Prioritizing among Goals
Coping with Cues
Managing Cravings and Withdrawal
Relapse Prevention
Seeking New Rewards

NOTE: Strategies are successful only if they
engage processes and aid in completing
Tasks of Stages
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Example Exercises to
Facilitate Consciousness Raising
• Personalized feedback to raise awareness of physiological and
psychological effects of alcohol and other drugs. Brief assessment
(AUDIT, Drug Screen Inventory), self-scoring, feedback and group
sharing
• A Day in the Life
• Teaching Stages of Change
• Exploring Expectations
q Using alcohol makes me feel less shy
q I’m more clumsy after drinking
q I’m more romantic when I use alcohol
q Alcohol makes the future seem brighter to me
q I’m more likely to say embarrassing things after drinking

Example Exercises to Facilitate SelfReevaluation and Dramatic Relief
Group members discuss the ways in which others have
expressed concern about their substance use
“Who is concerned?” exercise

Values
Clients identify their values and then examine how their
substance use conflicts with those values
¡“What I value most” exercise
¡Values Card Sort
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Example Exercises to Facilitate Self Liberation
Goal Setting and Change Plan
• My problem substances are:
This includes a list of the substances that cause you problems.

• My goal for changing my substance use is:
This includes the exact change you plan to make. If abstinence is not the immediate goal, how
much will you reduce your use? Be specific about amounts and plans.

• What steps I plan to take:
Be as specific as possible about the actions you will take to reach your goal

• What can get in the way?
Think about any barriers you might encounter as you work toward your goal. For example “I
might get lonely or bored and want to spend time with old friends.”

• People who can help me
List people (or groups of people) who can help you as you work toward your goal.
(often include other group members, 12 Step sponsor and friends)

Example Exercises to
Facilitate Stimulus Control

• Identifying “Triggers”
• Managing Thoughts
• Managing Cravings and Urges
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Example Exercises to
Facilitate Counter Conditioning
• Managing Stress
Relaxation exercises, meditation, exercise, Mindfulness

• Effective Communication
Substituting healthy responses for unhealthy ones

• Effective Refusals
Builds on the effective communication skills and helps clients
learn how to change their responses to the triggers of being
offered drugs

How Do Interventions Work?

INDIVIDUAL

INTERVENTION

Static Interaction Model
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How Do Interventions Work?

Dynamic Model: Stepping into a Flowing Stream

Does the CBT Treatment Program Facilitate
Change and Shift Strategies to Mirror the Client
Process of Change?
• Be clear about the Target Behavior Change
• Promote Completing of Critical Stage Tasks
• Use Strategies that Promote Specific Processes
• Promote Decision Making and Commitment
• Support Planning and Self-Efficacy
• Increased Confidence
• Decreased Temptation
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www.naadac.org
Misti Storie: misti@naadac.org

www.myaccucare.com
bbengtson@orionhealthcare.com

Carlo DiClemente – diclemen@umbc.edu

Feel free to ask
questions through
the Questions pane.

Upcoming Free Webinars
• May 16, 2012 - Access Granted: Building a Therapeutic
Alliance with Adolescents
• June 13, 2012 - Clinical Supervision 201: Ethical Dilemmas
and Other Challenges
• 2012 Webinar Series
ü New webinar monthly!
ü Education is free to all professionals.
ü CE credit available for purchase. ethics, adolescents, criminal justice, trauma
and many more

Information and Registration at: www.myaccucare.com/webinars or
www.naadac.org/education/webinars
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Archived Webinars
• Medication Assisted Recovery:
What Every Addiction
Professional Needs to Know
• Building Your Business with SAP/
DOT
• Screening, Brief Intervention and
Referral to Treatment (SBIRT)

• Ethics
• Co-occurring Disorders
• Test-Taking Strategies
• Conflict Resolution
• Clinical Supervision: Keys to
Success

• Billing and Claim Submission
Changes
Archived webinars:
www.naadac.org/education/webinars or www.myaccucare.com/webinars
CE credit still available!

www.naadac.org
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The	
  clinical	
  tools	
  you	
  need.	
  The	
  customer	
  support	
  you	
  deserve.	
  
That’s	
  why	
  Orion	
  Healthcare	
  Technology	
  is	
  the	
  preferred	
  software	
  vendor	
  of	
  NAADAC.

Assessments	
  and	
  Screening	
  
	
  
Patient	
  Placement	
  
	
  
Treatment	
  Planning	
  
	
  
Progress	
  Notes	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Discharge	
  Summaries	
  
	
  
Insurance	
  Billing	
  
	
  
Reporting	
  and	
  Tracking	
  
	
  
Prevention	
  Tracking	
  

For	
  more	
  information:	
  
Click:	
  www.MyAccuCare.com	
  
Call:	
  (800)324-‐7966	
  

Obtaining CE Credit
• The education delivered in this webinar is FREE to all professionals.
• 1 CE is FREE to NAADAC members and AccuCare subscribers who attend this
webinar. Non-members of NAADAC or non-subscribers of AccuCare receive 1 CE
for $15.
• If you wish to receive CE credit, you MUST complete and pass the “CE Quiz” that is
located at: (look for name of webinar)
▫

www.naadac.org/education/webinars

▫

www.myaccucare.com/webinars

• A CE certificate will be emailed to you within 21 days of submitting the quiz and
payment (if applicable).
• Successfully passing the “CE Quiz” is the ONLY way to receive a CE certificate.
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www.naadac.org
Misti Storie: misti@naadac.org

www.myaccucare.com
bbengtson@orionhealthcare.com

Carlo DiClemente – diclemen@umbc.edu

Thank You for
Participating!
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